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LAND ANNEXATION (CASE STUDY OF PT GWANG-JU PALM 

INDONESIA AT GUNUNG SANGKARAN VILLAGE DISTRICT OF 

BLAMBANGAN UMPU WAY KANAN REGENCY) 

 

by 

 

Orry Nur Kirana 

 

PT Gwang-Ju Palm Indonesia is one of nearly all corporate in Way Kanan 

Regency that continuously being harassed for its plantation’s land by suspected 

people with land’s derivation being main motive which then triggered reclaiming 

the same land and/or purchasing and selling the unlawful rights, resulted into 

overlapped occupation in the field. Issues in this study are: (1) Why did 

annexation of PT Gwang-Ju Palm Indonesia’s plantation land happened; (2) Why 

did obstacles occurred on criminal-law enforcement of PT Gwang-Ju Palm 

Indonesia plantation’s land annexation; (3) How is the prospective in criminal-

law enforcement on PT Gwang-Ju Palm Indonesia’s plantation land annexation. 

 

The research methods in this study were using normative juridical and empirical 

juridical to achieve primary and secondary data to be analyzed. 

 

The result of this study are: (1) The causes of PT Gwang-Ju Palm Indonesia’s 

plantation land annexation were due to social, economy, politics factors in 

society, land’s occupation and ownership factors, regulation, bureaucracy, law 

enforcement factors; (2) The obstacles of criminal-law enforcement on               

PT Gwang-Ju Palm Indonesia’s plantation land annexation was occurred due to 

internal and external factors; (3) Prospective in criminal-law enforcement on    

PT Gwang-Ju Palm Indonesia’s plantation land annexation can be settled by 

penal mediation in two ways; through pure condemnation for suspected people 

who met the legal proofs doing annexation and/or any illegal activities with, and 

through diversion in police’s discretion for those who became collateral victims. 

 

Suggestion in this study was mainly to the law enforcers, should determine and 

classify the roots of the criminal case, especially in the terms of plantation’s land 

issue, and dare to perform affirmative law enforcement, purely for certain cases 

and through discretion for light cases or those can be settled through mediation 

or reconciliation, as the spirit of restorative justice.  
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